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MM Nastrorosa Eurosaf Mixed Double European
Championship

Question for Officials

Date: 2022-05-10

Question No: 05
Question For: Race Committee

Question:
Q3 B - 1.RULES 1.6 Class Figaro3 rules : the boats provided by the OA do not meet the rules of the figaro 3 class, so these rules
cannot be used for this race (membership, branding, electronic equipment NKE, rudders, buoyancy equipments, jetboil, some
tunnings which are not provided by the OA like foil rake ext, pharmacy,...)
RC Response : It's not a crew decision to set which rules or documents the OA decide to use for an event. 
New question : ok, we don't want to choose the rules, just to race with a boat in accordance to the rules. And actually, there are
not. So what do you propose about this problem ?
Already answered 

 Q4 B- 6.2 CHANGE OF THE SCHEDULE What procedure will be put in place by the AO to ensure that all competitors have
received the information ?
RC Response : OA is and will use this online ONB and a Whatsapp group either on personal number and mobile given to each
crew by OA. See SI 5.1 
New question : ok, If a crew does not have telephone service and does not receive the program change message, how will the
OA ensure fairness in this situation ?
Mobile given by the OA will cover the issue. Online ONB also. This will be the best effort by the OA 

 Q5 B- 12. AREAS THAT ARE OBSTRUCTIONS Can the OA specify which maps are used as a reference to define these areas
? and can it provide a list of these areas to all competitors to ensure maximum fair play ?
RC Response : Navionics. No list. See SI 12 
New question : 
- Areas defined as obstructions are the following : 
-> 0,5NM from the shore side of any island or the edge side of any marine area 
Question for exemple : betwenn Punta Sardeigna and Punta Tegge, there is only 0,8 NM of distance : so we cannot pass these
points without breaking this rule, right ? 
Will be a RC issue to protest (DP -NP) a competitor if a breach of rule 28 will be considered deliberate or not.  
 
New Question : Is there a briefing with the race committee and the jury before the start ? If yes, when ?
A separate NTC will schedule it

Answer:
Q1 - Already answered
Q2 - Mobile given by the OA will cover the issue. Online ONB also. This will be the best effort by the OA
Q3 - Will be a RC issue to protest (DP - NP)  a competitor if a breach of rule 28 will be considered deliberate or not.
Q4 - A separate NTC will schedule it
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